Purse Gift Card Holder
by Jackie Topa

Supplies
Curvy Corner Trio Punch
Petite Petals Punch
Banner Punch
1-1/4" Circle Punch
Corner Rounder
DSP 6" x 8" (purse)
Whisper White 2" x 3-1/4" (mat)
Whisper White 2" x 3-1/2" (flap)
Scraps of card stock for flowers
Paper Trimmer and Scoring Blade
Mini Brad
Coordinating Marker
Adhesive Remover
Piercing Tool
1. Score one short side of the 6" x 8" DSP at
1/4" then cut off a strip at 1/2". This will be
the purse handle. Set it aside for now.

2. Score the short sides at 2" and 5-1/2".
3. Score the long sides at 2-3/8" and 3-5/8"

(Step 4)

(Step 5)
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(Step 6)

4. Fold the short sides in to form a tube and glue shut at the seam. Fold the tube at the other
score lines.
5. Fold the short sides in to form a tube and glue shut at the seam. Fold the tube at the other
score lines.
6. Stick the Circle Punch into one of the tube ends and punch a part circle in the pocket where
the gift card will go.
7. Score the 2" x 3-1/2" Whisper White flap @ 3/4" along one
of the long sides
8. Round the corners with the Corner Rounder or the Curvy
Corner Trio Punch.
9. Round the corners on the Whisper White 2" x 3-1/4" mat and glue it inside the purse on the
opposite side as the pocket with the punched circle.
11. Fold over the flap and
make a mark where the
brad should go and make a
hole.
10. Glue the flap to the
back panel of the purse.
12. Punch a couple of flowers or other shapes to go with your
brad so it's large enough to hold the flap down.

13. Use the Banner Punch to trim the
ends of the handle and glue it to the
flap.
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